
The EU regulation on monitoring, reporting and verification of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (hereinafter 

called "EU MRV") has been adopted on 28 April 2015. This regulation lays down rules for developing the moni-

toring plan and submitting the emissions report for ships above 5,000 gross tonnage, which arrive at, depart-

ing from or sail within ports under the jurisdiction of an EU member state, regardless of ship’s flag.

ClassNK Consulting Service Co., Ltd. (NKCS) offers “Consulting service for setting up Monitoring Plan 

(hereinafter called "MP") for EU MRV”, including providing a standard form, instructions and necessary 

advices to set up MP which is the necessary document for emission monitoring and reporting.

Support service for setting up Monitoring Plan
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For more information about this consulting service, please contact us on the following address

ClassNK Consulting Service Co., Ltd.
2-9 Gobancho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 102-0076, Japan.
Tel： 81-3-5226-2290 / Fax： 81-3-5226-2192 / E-mail： mrv.support@classnkcs.co.jp / URL： www.classnkcs.co.jp

1.The applicant sends application for the ship to NKCS.

2.We send an electronic format of MP standard template, instructions and necessary documents by e-mail to

the applicant.

3.The applicant determines the indispensable activities/measures of monitoring procedures and management

etc. concretely based on company’s policy and enters them into the MP template.

4.The applicant sends the MP of the above 3 as well as inquiries for making MP to us. After confirmation of

the above by our experts, we will offer an example of description of MP and necessary advice for the

verification.

5.The applicant finalizes the contents and completes MP through our service mentioned the above 4.

＊MP is to be submitted to verifier by the applicant.

NKCS Service Flow

MP is to be developed based on the monitoring method, procedures for fuel consumption, treatment of data 

collection and related procedure in company’s management system etc. The procedure is to be determined 

in line with company’s practice to meet relevant EU MRV regulations.

The MP should be prepared with a wide range of details and careful consideration of the details included in 

each ship-specific MP, such as procedures for treatment of data gaps and evidential documents etc.

In order to support companies in their smooth development, we offer “Support service for setting up MP”.

How You Benefit

We are glad to consult with you for offering our best quote for the service that matches your ship condition.

Implementation


